Destination Linux #206: Hindsight is 2020, Looking Back at How 2020 Affected Technology

This week we?re going to be looking back on 2020 to end out this ?most interesting? year. While 2020 is a year many of us want to forget, from an open-source standpoint there are still plenty of exciting things that took place we?re going to cover in this episode. We?ll name our favorite open-source software, the big events of the year making headlines and our favorite distros of 2020. Of course, we?ve also got our famous tips, tricks and software picks. All of this and so much more this week on Destination Linux.

I'm Deleting Discord From My Life

I don't like to chat on the Internet. I find it to be unproductive but more than that, I find it to be mundane and just not fun for me. And because of my attitude towards Internet chat, I am never on my Discord channel or my IRC channel.
I don't use GNOME on my system but most of the GUI apps I run are GTK3 apps and because of that any changes to GTK are really important to me especially a new version of GTK like GTK4 which will come along with a bunch of interesting features.

- Ubuntu Cinnamon Remix 20.10 overview | Ubuntu, traditionally modern. [6]

In this video, I am going to show an overview of Ubuntu Cinnamon Remix 20.10 and some of the applications pre-installed.
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